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Abstract. We build a mechanism of gravitational symmetry breaking (GSB) of a global U(1) symmetry based on the
relaxation of the equivalence principle due to the mass variation of pseudo Nambu-Goldstone dark matter (DM) particles.
This GSB process is described by the modified cosmological convergence mechanism of the Abnormally Weighting Energy
(AWE) Hypothesis previously introduced by the authors. Several remarkable constraints from the Hubble diagram of far-
away supernovae are derived, notably on the explicit and gravitational symmetry breaking energy scales of the model. We
then briefly present some consequences on neutrino masses when this mechanism is applied to the particular case of the
breaking of lepton number symmetry.
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INTRODUCTION
Symmetries induspitably play a central role in physics. They not only constitute a powerful tool to build efficient and
smart fundamental laws, they also allow us identifying the deep nature of physical interactions and the properties of
matter and space-time. In many situations however, this is not exact symmetry that is sought for to give the richness of
the physical description but rather approximate or broken symmetries. Indeed, a broken symmetry lies behind several
crucial questions in modern physics, including for instance the mass generation of elementary particles through
the Higgs-Brout-Englert mechanism, the cleaning up of the strong-CP problem in quantum chromodynamics or the
observed non vanishing neutrino masses.
By investigating the physical mechanisms that could be responsible for the breaking of these fundamental sym-
metries, it appeared several other implications that are of first interest for cosmology. A famous example is the
existence of a light pseudo-scalar particle, the axion, predicted by Weinberg and Wilczek [1], as a by-product of the
breaking of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry that could cure the strong-CP problem of QCD [2]. Such light particles, inter-
acting very weakly with the other particles in the standard model, then constitute ideal candidates for solving another
key question of modern cosmology: the nature of Dark Matter (DM). Other particles similar to the Weinberg-Wilczek
axion, whose existence are motivated by other problems in particle physics, could also constitute good particle physics
for at least a part of the enigmatic DM. One famous example is the majoron [3], which appears in the breaking of the
global lepton number symmetry in the standard model.
One key property of such axions, that has strong implications on the way they could possibly solve problems
in particle physics and in cosmology, is of course their mass. This question is obviously closely related to the partic-
ular mechanism of symmetry breaking. In the case of the Weinberg-Wilczek axion, the global U(1)PQ Peccei-Quinn
symmetry is spontaneously broken at some high energy scale when a new scalar field, charged under this symmetry,
acquires some vacuum expectation value (vev). Then the couplings between ordinary matter particles and the new
scalar field yield an effective mass-term for the Nambu-Goldstone boson associated to the broken symmetry. This
results in an explicit symmetry breaking (ESB) of the global U(1)PQ symmetry. It is important to notice that this ESB
is usually considered of perturbative nature and that the effective mass for the axion is temperature dependent due to
the running of its couplings to matter during the whole process of symmetry breaking [4].
Therefore, the axion really constitutes the prototype of mass-varying DM. The particular interactions the DM
particle could exert with ordinary matter particules have been long time identified as an important feature to track it
down through non standard gravitational effects on cosmological scales. Several models based on particle physics have
been considered to achieve such a mass-variation for DM (cf. [5, 6, 7, 8] and references therein). The consequence of
DM mass variation is that it therefore violates the weak equivalence principle (WEP), that establishes the universality
of free-fall for non-gravitationally bound objects. This means that, unlike in General Relativity (GR), gravitation is
sensitive to the various nature and composition of the test bodies, particularly if those are made of mass-varying DM.
While the universality of free fall has been extremely well-verified, notably at the 10−12 level with laboratory masses
[9], these tests exclusively hold for ordinary matter only. The question whether the WEP can be applied or not to DM
still remains an open debate, on both observational [10] and theoretical [5, 6, 7, 8] points of view.
In addition, the fact that DM could interact very weakly with other matter components also raises the question
of its possible relation with another enigmatic feature of the large-scale universe: cosmic acceleration. Cosmic
acceleration is usually assumed to be related to the existence of a new energy component, Dark Energy (DE), that
acts as a repulsive gravitational force on cosmic expansion through important negative pressures. In the convenient
picture of the concordance model ΛCDM, DE is related to a non vanishing cosmological constant and DM is a yet
undiscovered new heavy (and long-lived) particle. The dark sector, which accounts for 96% of the total energy content
of the Universe is usually assumed to be constituted of these two ingredients whose physical nature is completely
different. In the same time, there are several physical motivations to go beyond this simplistic view by considering
some more sophisticated physics in the dark sector (see e.g. [5, 8, 11]), for instance by introducing interactions
between DM and DE. Such interactions between DM and DE are long-ranged, due to the lightness of the DE field,
which introduces a whole new phenomenology of the invisible sector on cosmological scales. Such phenomenology
of DM particles with a mass ruled by the DE scalar field has been extensively studied. Several approaches and
motivations to mass-varying DM can be found in [5, 6]. Other authors [7] have developped interesting interpretations
of the dark sector based on neutrino physics by coupling them to the DE scalar field which makes the small mass of
the neutrinos varying along cosmic history.
The physics of DM, and quite possibly those of DE if they turn out to be only different aspects of the same
physical process, really question the validity of the equivalence principle on cosmological scales where DM is
profuse. Yet the equivalence principle is one of the most precisely verified hypothesis in fundamental physics [12],
for what concerns ordinary matter and sub-galactic scales. Then, if it turn out to be violated by DM or the dark sector
of cosmology, the central question is: how far is ordinary matter aware of what is going wrong with the equivalence
principle in the dark sector? As we do not have in hand physical tools made of DM, it is impossible to reveal such
violation directly on DM itself. Is there any way ordinary matter could experience directly the violation of the EP
by the dark sector? The answer is certainly yes, actually through two distinct modified gravity effects induced by
mass-varying DM. The first, introduced by Carroll and his collaborators [13] is a very faint violation of the WEP in
the visible sector. This effect is small, since it is related to high-order loop corrections, but it could be detected in
future experiments aiming at verifying universality of free fall for ordinary matter particles with very high accuracy.
The second effect on usual particles due to the abundance of mass-varying DM is an induced violation of the strong
equivalence principle (SEP), introduced by Alimi & Füzfa [11]. The SEP is an extension of the WEP to gravitational
binding energies, yielding that gravitation is produced in the same way by any kind of energy, including gravitational
ones. In the presence of mass-varying DM, this principle does not hold anymore: some gravitationally bound test
body made of ordinary and DM will weigh differently throughout space-time accordingly with the variation of DM
inertial mass. Such mass-varying DM particles therefore constitute an Abnormally Weighting type of Energy (AWE
Hypothesis). In other words, mass-varying DM induces a change in the gravitational strength experienced by ordinary
matter. This effect can be expected to be particularly large when DM is profuse, especially in the large-scale universe.
To summary, the questions of symmetry breaking and hidden interactions in the dark sector quite naturally lead
to question the EPs and the deep nature of gravitation. However, the EPs have been precisely tested for ordinary
matter on small scales. Therefore, if the EPs are to be modified considering the above-mentionned problems, there
is only room for a relaxation of the EPs on cosmological scales. Still such a modification requires a covariant theory
of gravitation that describes completely all the aspects of EP relaxation due to the abundance of mass-varying DM:
violation of both WEP and SEP. This has been achieved in [11] through the widespread tool of tensor-scalar theories
(TST) of gravitation. One remarkable property of such theories is that they incorporate a natural establishment of the
EPs during cosmological expansion [14, 15, 11], through the attraction of the extra gravitational scalar degrees of
freedom toward GR-like states.
It has been long time conjectured that gravitation should play a role in the breaking of global U(1) symmetries
[3]. However, this argument has always been translated so far in terms of the scale at which the spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) occurs: a scale typically comparable to the Planck mass or at least much higher than the electroweak
scale. We introduce here a new mechanism that achieves this idea that gravitation somehow rules the way scalar fields
charged under global symmetries are stabilized. The mechanism we propose here is not based anymore on some
Nambu-Goldstone potential but rather makes use of the cosmological attraction mechanisms to stabilize the vev of
those scalar fields. The non-minimal gravitational coupling of such fields plays a central role in this new mechanism.
To be more precise, our argument is as follows. Since the symmetry breaking process makes the mass running,
this yields a violation of the WEP and consequently a variation of the gravitational strength (SEP violation). The
dynamics of the gravitational strength is then attracted toward some values during cosmic expansion, which allows a
classic and purely gravitational stabilisation of the scalar fields vev. Therefore, gravitation is substantially modified
during the stabilisation process which results in a non-standard Friedmann-Lemaître cosmic expansion. In particular,
cosmic acceleration is produced which relates naturally symmetry breaking process, mass-varying DM and the last
component of the dark sector: DE.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we build the gravitational symmetry breaking
(GSB) mechanism of a global U(1) symmetry before we present the cosmological evolution and the possibility to
reproduce cosmic acceleration during the GSB process. We then focus on cosmological constraints of this mechanism
from the Hubble diagram of the UNION data set of type Ia supernovae data (SNe Ia) [16]. This allows us discussing
some physical predictions of this mechanism in the case where the choice of the global symmetry is motivated by
neutrino physics. We conclude in the last section by some perspectives.
AN EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR GRAVITATIONAL SYMMETRY BREAKING (GSB)
Problems like the weakness of the neutron electric dipole moment or the small yet non vanishing neutrino mass can be
solved through the explicit symmetry breaking (ESB) of a global abelian symmetry (U(1)PQ Peccei-Quinn symmetry
for the strong-CP problem ; U(1)B−L lepton number symmetry for neutrino masses). The mechanism is usually as
follows. One introduces a new complex scalar field Ψ to the standard model, a field that is charged under the global
U(1) and coupled to some of the matter fields (the neutrinos for instance in the case of U(1)B−L). If the field Ψ
acquires some vev, the global symmetry is spontaneously broken, which is usually done through the introduction of a
Nambu-Goldstone potential:
VNG(|Ψ|)≈
(|Ψ|2−λ 2S )2 (1)
with λS the SSB scale. Around the minimum of this mexican hat potential, we can write down
Ψ = λSe
i θ (x
µ )
λS (2)
with θ is the massless Goldstone boson associated to the symmetry breaking. However, the couplings between Ψ and
other matter fields give rise to ESB through the constitution of an effective mass term for the Goldstone boson θ . Such
mass term varies in general during the phase transition [4] and the massive scalar field is dubbed the axion. Because
of the residual U(1) symmetry after the SSB, the effective potential giving the mass to θ must be periodic (residual
discrete symmetry) so that the mass of the axion θ is protected from quantum fluctuations. Such effective potential
can be written as in [17]:
Veff(θ ) = λ 4e
(
1+ cos
(
θ (xµ)
λS
))
· (3)
The previous potential has been widely used in the litterature and constitutes the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson
(pNGB) candidate for quintessence [17]. Indeed, when the scalar field is frozen on top of the potential, it acts
as a cosmological constant whose density is related to the ESB scale by ρΛ ≈ λ 4e . This is why the most plausi-
ble candidate for this pNGB comes from neutrino physics since the observed value ρΛ ≈ (10−3eV )4 lies in the
vicinity of the neutrino mass discrepancies. When the field θ falls down around the minimum of (3), it acquires
a mass and classicaly behaves as some cold DM (see for instance [18] which uses this feature for early DM generation).
Such complex scalar field are particularly appealing for trying to solve DM and DE problems at the same time.
Indeed, one can identify σ = |Ψ| with the DE scalar field and θ = Arg(Ψ) to axion-like DM. Several attempts have
dealt with this idea [19], for instance by simply replacing the Nambu-Goldstone potential (1) by another shape of
potential more appropriate for explaining the late cosmic acceleration (e.g. tracking or run-away potentials). However,
this replacement looks rather arbitrary and ad hoc, if not rather incompatible with constraints from microphysics.
Let us now build a gravitational symmetry breaking mechanism for the complex scalar Ψ charged under some
general U(1) global symmetry. We first consider the lagrangian of the complex scalar itself which we write down
LΨ = ∂µσ∂ µ σ +
σ2
λ 2g
∂µ θ∂ µθ +λ 4e
(
σ
λg
)4(
1+ cos
(
θ
λg
))
(4)
where we set
Ψ = σei
θ
λg (5)
with λg an energy scale to be determined further. The effective mass of the axion-like particle θ is driven by the field
σ :
mθ =
λ 2e
λg
M(σ) ≡ m¯θ M(σ)
with m¯θ is the bare mass of the pNGB and M(σ) is a mass scaling to be specified further. The vev of σ has still to be
stabilised, which will be the goal of the GSB mechanism.
When the field θ oscillates in the bottom of the potential term in (4), it appears as a DM particle with varying
mass (given by M(σ)). Therefore, when coupling the dynamics of Ψ to gravitation, we cannot use the standard
Einstein-Hilbert action. Indeed, the EPs have to be relaxed due to the mass variation of this species and we will write
down the purely gravitational part of the action as a Brans-Dicke-like lagrangian:
Lgrav = Φ(σ)R− Ω(Φ)Φ ∂µΦ∂
µ Φ (6)
where Φ is a scalar degree of freedom scaling the gravitational strength in the theory, R is the Ricci scalar build upon
the metric gµν and Ω(Φ) is some arbitrary function of Φ. Since we know that the cause of this SEP violation stands
in the symmetry breaking, the gravitational strength depends on the vev of Ψ and we have Φ = Φ(σ). In other words,
the vev of the complex scalar rescales both the gravitational strength and the pNGB mass.
Finally, we have to introduce ordinary matter in this picture. If the ordinary matter fields are not charged under
the global U(1) symmetry (like for the lepton number symmetry), they do not couple directly to Ψ and we have that
the matter lagrangian does not explicitely depend on σ and therefore on Φ. As well, this assumption is also valid if
the couplings between matter fields and Ψ are weak. As we shall see below, this allows a retricted WEP to hold for
the ordinary matter sector.
We can now combine (4) and (6) and focus only on the field Φ, since Φ and σ are directly related. Taking into
account that the ordinary matter fields do not couple directly1 to Ψ, we have the following action for the GSB
mechanism (c = 1 ; κ = 8pi/m2Pl with mPl the Planck mass):
SGSB =
1
2κ
∫ √−gd4x
{
ΦR− ω(Φ)
Φ
∂µΦ∂ µ Φ
}
+Sθ
[
θ ,M2(Φ)gµν
]
+ Sm
[
ψm,gµν
] (7)
where gµν is actually the metric coupling universally to ordinary matter (Jordan frame metric), ω(Φ) is the Brans-
Dicke coupling function while ψm are the fundamental fields entering the physical description of the ordinary matter
1 Or very weakly
sector. The pNGB field θ abnormally weighs: it does not fall along the geodesics of gµν , the metric field that is
measured through rods and clocks made of ordinary matter, but rather along the geodesics of g¯µν = M2(Φ)gµν .
This is the mathematical translation of the violation of the WEP by the abnormally weighting energy of θ . The
function M(Φ) = σ(Φ)/λg represents the mass-variation of the pNGB θ during the symmetry breaking process, and
is represented as a non-minimal coupling to the metric gµν . However, the local laws of physics for ordinary matter
are those of special relativity (as the matter action Sm does not explicitely depend on the scalar field Φ). A restricted
version of the WEP therefore applies to the ordinary matter sector: we have only relaxed the WEP by assuming that
only species, the pNGB field θ , is a gravitational outlaw.
The Einstein field equations that follow from Eq. (7) are almost the same than those of the usual tensor-scalar
case ([14, 15]), but in this case the source term is the sum of θ and ordinary matter contributions (T mµν +T θµν). The
Klein-Gordon equation for the scalar field Φ, however, is modified due to the violation of the WEP and writes down
(3+ 2ω(Φ))Φ = κ
{
T m +
(
1− 2Φd lnM(Φ)dΦ
)
T θ
}
− dω(Φ)dΦ g
αβ ∂α Φ∂β Φ, (8)
where T i = gµνT iµν stands for the trace of the stress-energy tensor for species i. As the WEP is verified for ordinary
matter, its conservation equations lie unchanged, ∇µT m µν = 0, while it is not the case for the abnormally weighting
sector:
∇µT µν (θ ) =
d lnM(Φ)
dΦ T
θ ∂νΦ· (9)
These equations hold for the Jordan frame, which is more intuitive to express the observable quantities. A similar
description of the model in terms of Einstein frame variables can be found in [11] and [20].
THE COSMOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF GSB
With these tools in hand, we can now describe the cosmological dynamics for the GSB mechanism. We assume a flat
Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric:
ds2 =−dt2 + a2(t)dl2· (10)
and write down the Friedmann, acceleration and Klein-Gordon equations (M(Φ) and ω(Φ) will be specified further):
(
a˙
a
)2
= − a˙
a
˙Φ
Φ
+
ω
6
˙Φ2
Φ2
+
κ
3Φ (ρm +ρθ ) (11)
2 a¨
a
= − a˙
a
˙Φ
Φ
−
¨Φ
Φ
− 2ω3
(
˙Φ
Φ
)2
− κ3Φ (ρm + 3pm +ρθ + 3pθ ) (12)
(3+ 2ω)
(
¨Φ+ 3 a˙
a
˙Φ
)
= κ
(
ρm− 3pm +(ρθ − 3pθ )
(
1− 2Φd lnM(Φ)dΦ
))
− dωdΦ
˙Φ2 (13)
¨θ + 3 a˙
a
˙θ = −2 ˙θ ˙Φd lnM(Φ)dΦ −
M2(Φ)
2
dV
dθ (14)
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to observable cosmic time and where the quantities ρθ , pθ and V stands
for the energy density, pressure and effective potential, respectively. These are given by
ρθ = M2(Φ)
(
˙θ 2 +M2(Φ)V (θ )
) (15)
pθ = M2(Φ)
(
˙θ 2−M2(Φ)V (θ )) (16)
V (θ ) = λ 4e
(
1+ cos
(
θ
λg
))
· (17)
We can partly decouple the equations for the scalar fields (13) and (14) by defining (cf. [15])
ψ = 1
2
lnΦ
3+ 2ω = 3W (18)
h = dNdt =
a˙
a
+ ψ˙·
with N the number of efoldings of the Einstein frame metric g∗µν = Φgµν . Eqs. (11) and (12) now reduce to
3h2
(
1−Wψ ′2
)
= κe−2ψ (ρm +ρθ) (19)
h′
h =−
(
1−ψ ′)− 2Wψ ′2−
(
1−Wψ ′2
)
2
(1+ 3λT ) (20)
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to N and λT = (pm + pθ )/(ρm +ρθ ) is the total equation of state for
the background fluid composed of ordinary matter and abnormally weighting field θ .
Eqs (13) and (14) now become
2ψ ′′
1−Wψ ′2 + 3(1−λT )ψ
′ =
1
W
(
1− 3λT − d logMdψ (1− 3λθ)
ρθ
ρθ +ρm
)
− ψ
′2
W (1−Wψ ′2)
dW
dψ (21)
θ ′′+ 3
2
(
1−Wψ ′2
)
(1−λT )θ ′ = 2ψ ′θ ′
(
1− d logMdψ
)
− M
2
2h2
dV
dθ (22)
where λθ = pθ/ρθ . The term proportional to 1− 3λθ in (21) accounts for the relaxation of the WEP and can be
neglected if ρθ ≪ ρm. This is achieved during the radiation-dominated era when the field θ slowly rolls on top
of the potential (17) (ρθ ≈ cst and ρm ≈ a−4), therefore the other scalar field2 ψ evolves like in usual TST: it
is quickly damped by cosmic expansion toward GR (Φ ≈ 1 M(Φ) ≈ 1). The scalar field θ falls into the bottom
of the potential (17) when mθ = λ 2e /λg ≈ 3H, which corresponds to the transformation of θ in CDM at epoch
aCDM ≈
(
3
√
2 λgλ 2e
(
κ
3 ρrad(a0)
)1/2)1/2
. Therefore, the ratio Ri between the amount of axion-like DM (θ ) and baryons
(ordinary pressureless matter) is fixed by the scales λg and λe.
When we enter matter-dominated era, the scalar field ψ unfreezes and its dynamics is given by (21) with λT ≈ λθ ≈ 0.
Eq. (14) (or equivalently the conservation equation for the AWE component) can be solved ρθ = Cθ Φa−3, with
some constant Cθ . In the matter-dominated era, there now exists two fixed points ψ∞ for the field ψ given by either
W (ψ∞) = ∞, which corresponds to GR, and
d logM
dψ |ψ=ψ∞ = 1+Rie
−2ψ∞ ,
where Ri is the ratio at which the energy densities of baryons and pNGB θ DM froze during radiation-dominated era.
For instance, if we choose M(Φ) = Φ, this last fixed point corresponds to:
ψ∞ =
1
2
ln(Ri) · (23)
The second fixed point corresponds to a GR-like theory but with a value of the gravitational strength different from
Newton’s constant. A stability analysis shows (cf. [11]) that the first fixed point with the gravitational strength equal
2 Not to be confused with the complex scalar Ψ.
to Newton’s constant (GR) is unstable while the other is stable when DM is profuse (ρm ≪ ρθ ). In the opposite situ-
ation of small influence of DM (ρm ≫ ρθ ), there is only one attractor (a fixed point that is stable) corresponding to GR.
Therefore, a substantial departure from standard FLRW cosmic expansion occurs during the cosmological tran-
sition between Φ(a≈ 0.001) = 1 (GR) at the end of radiation-dominated era and Φ∞ = Ri. This effect can be observed
as cosmic acceleration as we shall see below
COSMIC ACCELERATION AS A CONSEQUENCE OF GSB
Using Friedmann (11) and Klein-Gordon (13) equations, we can rewrite the acceleration equation (12) during the
matter-dominated era (λm ≈ λθ ≈ 0):
a¨
a
=
I︷ ︸︸ ︷
a˙
a
˙Φ
Φ
− ω3
˙Φ2
Φ2
− 1
2
(3+ 2ω)−1
˙Φ2
Φ
dω
dΦ
−4pi3 G
eff
m ρm︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
+
4pi
3 G
eff
θ ρθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
, (24)
where there appears two distinct cosmological Cavendish couplings for the visible and invisible sectors:
Geffm =
G
Φ
(
6+ 2ω
3+ 2ω
)
(25)
Geffθ =
G
Φ
(
2ω
3+ 2ω
)
(26)
where we have assumed for M(Φ) = Φ for simplicity3. The cosmological Cavendish couplings of pNGB θ can be
negative for appropriate values of Φ while the one of ordinary matter will always be positive. Therefore, the mass
variation of the θ particle that causes a relaxation of WEP can result in a repulsive gravitational force which will
produce cosmic acceleration according to (12) and (24), provided the amount of CDM is predominant (ρm ≪ ρθ ). It
is very important to note that this repulsive action is achieved without appealing to a ill-defined negative gravitational
coupling Gc at the level of the action (7), as we always have 0≤Φ≤ 1.
To summary, the cosmological evolution during the GSB is as follows (see also [11]). As the Universe cools down
in radiation-dominated era, the amount of ordinary matter and pNGB DM θ becomes comparable for appropriate
values of the scales λg and λe. These scales fix the coincidence problem between baryons and CDM. The repulsion
due to the WEP relaxation progressively switches on as the influence of DM energy density increases. It will then
finally dominate the cosmological dynamics after matter-radiation decoupling. Starting near GR (ψ → 0 and W → ∞)
at the beginning of matter-dominated era, the scalar field Φ starts deviating from this unstable state where pNGB DM
θ and ordinary matter weigh differently and is then attracted toward the GR-like state ψ∞ where the ordinary matter
and AWE equally weigh: ρθ → ρm (for M(Φ) = Φ). During the establishment of this new gravitational equilibrium,
several phases of cosmic acceleration are achieved. It is then possible to reproduce the Hubble diagram of type Ia
supernovae with this cosmological GSB mechanism.
Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the acceleration factor q = a¨a/a˙2 from Eq.(24) in a model that fits UNION
supernovae data [16] with the same accuracy as the concordance model ΛCDM. Also represented in Figure 1 are the
contributions to it from the different terms of Eq.(24). Cosmic acceleration is produced through the last term in Eq.(24)
which causes a repulsive action from the negative cosmological Cavendish coupling of abnormally weighting field θ .
The model upon which Figure 1 has been build corresponds to the following values of the energy scales: λe ≈ 1MeV
λg ≈ 1014GeV which correspond to Ri = 0.1, Ωb = 0.04, Ωθ = 0.25 (ΩΦ = 0.69) and m¯θ ≈ 10−21GeV (the bare mass
3 For the numerical results below, we also chose 3+ 2ω(Φ) = 1/(K lnΦ) with K some parameter but the results presented here do not depend on
the particular shape of this coupling function, provided 3+2ω ≥ 0 and ω = ω(Φ) (cf. [11]).
of the axion θ from Eq.(17)). One should notice that GSB mechanism predicts, from the Hubble diagram of SNe Ia
alone, proportions of baryons and CDM (Ωb and Ωθ ) that are in agreement with WMAP constraints (see also [11]).
The GSB mechanism is based on two energy scales, one of ESB λe and the other of gravitational symmetry breaking
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FIGURE 1. Acceleration factor q = a¨a/a˙2 and its constitutive terms from Eq.(24). Cosmic acceleration is produced by the
repulsive influence of abnormally weighting DM field θ
λg, replacing the SSB scale in the usual approach [3, 17]. This scale λg is related to the vev of the new complex
scalar Ψ through < Ψ >= Φ(a)λg. We can now examine what are the cosmological constraints on λe and λg from the
Hubble diagram of type Ia supernovae. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where we plotted the 95% confidence contours
of UNION SNe Ia data in the plane (λg,λe). Cosmic acceleration can be reproduced with the same accuracy as the
concordance model ΛCDM from the large diagonal band in parameter space. Actually, this band corresponds to the
predominance of axion-like DM particle θ over baryonic ordinary matter (see for instance the region 0.01 < Ri < 1
that is also represented). Cosmic acceleration is therefore naturally explained from a wide range of energy scalesλe and
λg in GSB, in fact roughly the same range that also explains the coincidence between the cosmological abundances
of baryons and CDM (cf. also [11]). Please note that the allowed region continues on the left of the diagram, we
have simply truncated it to λg > 1012GeV for the sake of convenience. In Figure 2, we have also represented some
contours for the bare mass of the axion-like DM particle mθ obtained from the second derivative of the potential (17).
It is important to notice that GSB admits a much wider range of energy scales compatible with cosmic acceleration
than the pNGB quintessence model [17]. In this model, the field θ , which is minimally coupled to gravity, acts as
DE (and not as DM as is the case here) when the field slowly rolls on the potential (17). This quintessence model
explains cosmic acceleration from a rather small range of ESB and SSB scales [17], as illustrated in Figure 24. The
GSB mechanism we have introduced here reproduces cosmic acceleration from a much wider range in parameter space
(λg,λe). In particular, the ESB scale λe does not need to be extremely small to account for cosmic acceleration.
The GSB mechanism we have introduced here is very general since we did not specify which global U(1) symmetry
could give the candidate for the axion (or pNGB) θ . Two famous possibilities are known: the Weinberg-Wilczek axion
4 The big box represents the range of scales considered in the original paper by Friemann and his collaborators [17] while the small one indicates
the range allowed to account for cosmic acceleration.
FIGURE 2. Constraints from UNION supernovae data on the energy scales λe and λg of the GSB mechanism
with the Peccei-Quinn symmetry and the majoron with lepton number symmetry. Although the Weinberg-Wilczek
axion is of great interest to consider with this mechanism, the phenomenological consequences on the physics of the
standard model are delicate to derive and the constraints are likely to be very stringent. In addition, the energy scale
at which cosmic acceleration occurs, of order of the meV , is very far from the QCD scale. That is why we prefer
focusing here on the second famous possibility and examine some possible perspectives of GSB mechanism applied
to neutrino mass generation. Indeed, the vicinity of the neutrino mass discrepancy and the DE scale has been long
time conjectured to be related [7, 17]. In addition, only neutrinos can couple to the complex scalar charged under
U(1)B−L since the physics of all other particles is B−L invariant. Therefore, the action (7), with no explicit coupling
between the matter field ψm and the non-minimally coupled Ψ, is completely justified by this invariance.
The standard picture to give mass to the neutrinos is through the so-called see-saw mechanism. Neutrino oscil-
lations are explained by the fact that neutrino mass eigenstates differ from the flavour eigenstates that interact.
Therefore, the lepton number symmetry is a global broken symmetry since there exists right-handed neutrinos νR
coupling to the left-handed ones. The new scalar particle Ψ that is charged under U(1)B−L couples directly to νR
through a Majorana mass term L ≈Ψ ¯νcRνR. The Majorana mass mνR of νR is therefore given by the vev of Ψ. While
there are no direct couplings with the other fields of the standard model (B−L invariance), νR couples directly to the
left-handed neutrinos νL through a Dirac mass term: mD ¯νRνL.
The see-saw mechanism constitutes in a mixing of both species so that mνL ≈ m2D/mνR with the Dirac mass
typically of order of electroweak scale mD ≈ 100GeV . This see-saw mechanism naturally explains the smallness of
the left-handed neutrino mass since the Majorana mass of the right-handed mass is expected to be very high, which
has to be achieved through the stabilisation of < Ψ > with SSB. In the GSB mechanism we have introduced, the vev
of Ψ (the field σ ) is stabilized through the cosmological convergence mechanism accompanying the non-minimal
gravitational coupling of Ψ.
We can now derive quantitative predictions for the (variation of) neutrino masses from the values of the param-
eters given above and obtained from the fit to Hubble diagram data. From the energy scales used in Figure 1, the
bare masses of the neutrinos are given by m¯νR ≈ 1014GeV and m¯νL ≈ 0.1eV . The reader should remember that a
wide-range of values of λg allows accounting for cosmic acceleration in GSB mechanism, so that many bare values
of those neutrino masses are possible. In fact, cosmic acceleration does not constraint the bare values of these masses
but rather their variation, which is ruled by the cosmological evolution of Φ. Figure 3 gives the variation of the
neutrino and majoron θ masses5 on cosmological scales predicted by the GSB applied to cosmic acceleration. A mass
variation of about 30% of the Majoron between the CMB epoch and today sufficies to account for cosmic acceleration.
As a consequence, provided GSB is the real mechanism that breaks the lepton number symmetry, the right-handed
neutrinos masses decreases of about 30% while the left-handed neutrinos masses increases of about 60%, in the same
time range. This prediction is of first importance for cosmic structure formation since the DM particles (here both
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FIGURE 3. Cosmological evolution of the masses (in units of bare mass m¯ = m(Φ = 1) for the GSB mechanism applied to
breaking of U(1)B−L
species neutrinos and majorons) could potentially change from cold to warm DM depending on their bare masses.
The other important impact is the large-scale modification of gravitation induced by the abundance of DM particles
on galactic scales.
CONCLUSIONS
The question whether the WEP, or equivalently the universality of free-fall, also applies to DM is strongly justified,
particularly if DM originates from some symmetry breaking scenario. This possibility opens new fascinating per-
spectives for cosmology since such violation of the WEP yields important impacts on cosmic expansion, large-scale
structure formation and galactic dynamics. In addition, since the WEP has to be relaxed if it is proved that it does not
apply to DM, the SEP has also to be revised. This opens the way to modifications of gravity induced by the abundance
of abnormally weighting DM.
In this paper, we have introduced a new mechanism allowing to break global U(1) symmetries through a cos-
mological relaxation described by the AWE tensor-scalar theory of gravitation [11]. In this new picture, DM is
constituted by axion-like particles which are the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson emerging from the ESB. The
mass of these axion-like particles is stabilised by a gravitational process in which the strength of gravity is also
evolving (non-minimal gravitational coupling). This results in a non FLRW cosmic expansion that can produce
cosmic acceleration without negative pressures, when the DM mass is varying. We have used the Hubble diagram of
5 The masses scales as mνR ∼ mθ ∼Φ and mνL ∼ Φ−1.
far-away SNe Ia to constraints the two energy scales of the mechanism: λg the GSB scale (replacing the usual SSB
scale) and λe the ESB scale. A wide range of scales is allowed to account for the enigmatic cosmic acceleration,
which also turn out to be the range explaining the observed cosmological abundance of DM and baryons. We have
then applied this new GSB mechanism to the breaking of the global lepton number symmetry U(1)B−L, which is the
standard picture to explain non-vanishing neutrino masses. From the choice of scales λg,λe that are both in agreement
with cosmic and particle physics constraints, the model not only predicts the mass amplitudes of neutrinos but also
the cosmological variation of these masses between CMB epoch and today. This mass variation of DM and neutrinos
and the associated modified gravity effects open interesting perspectives for cosmic structure formation and galactic
dynamics. Constraints from neutrino physics should also give the way to falsify this prediction of GSB.
In conclusion, the key questions of DM and DE in cosmology lead us to introduce here a new possible bridge
between two pillars of modern physics: the equivalence principle and symmetry breaking. Once again, investigating
the invisible universe seems to be a path to a unified description of the infinitely large and the infinitely small.
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